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5 ABSTRACT: This work studied a series of infrared detectors comprised of organic bulk
6 heterojunctions to explain the origin of their broadband spectral response from the visible
7 to the infrared spanning 1 to 8 μm and the transition from photonic to bolometric
8 operation. Through comparisons of the detector current and the sub-bandgap density of
9 states, the mid- and long-wave infrared response was attributed to charge trap-and-release

10 processes that impact thermal charge generation and the activation energy of charge
11 mobility. We further demonstrate how the sub-bandgap characteristics, mobility activation
12 energy, and effective bandgap are key design parameters for controlling the device
13 temperature coefficient of resistance, which reached up to −7%/K, better than other thin-
14 film materials such as amorphous silicon and vanadium oxide.

15 KEYWORDS: organic semiconductors, infrared detectors, bulk heterojunction, sub-bandgap states, temperature coefficient of resistance

16 ■ INTRODUCTION
17 Uncooled infrared (IR) sensors are essential for myriad
18 applications including biological imaging, security, and
19 industrial processes; however, current technologies require
20 complex fabrication that precludes low-cost, large-area
21 integration.1 The rapid progress of solution-processed organic
22 semiconductors holds great promise for IR sensing due to
23 advantages associated with facile fabrication, large-area
24 processability, and mechanical flexibility.2−6 The spectral
25 range of organic detectors has been demonstrated to cover
26 parts of shortwave infrared (SWIR, wavelength λ = 1−3 μm) in
27 photodiodes7−10 and mid- to long-wave infrared (MWIR, λ =
28 3−5 μm; LWIR, λ = 8−14 μm) in thin-film resistors.11−13

29 Often, the organic semiconductors selected for visible to SWIR
30 detection are thought of as a separate category of materials that
31 are distinct from doped conductive polymers used for
32 temperature-sensing functions, namely, LWIR detection.
33 However, to present a more cohesive view that connects
34 these material systems, this work demonstrates key, interre-
35 lated features in narrow-bandgap polymers that bridge these
36 boundaries and offer broadband response from the SWIR to
37 LWIR, with a transition from photonic to thermal detection
38 mechanisms.
39 The operating mechanisms of IR detectors are diverse; for
40 example, the device response to SWIR light is typically based
41 on photovoltaic14 or photoconductive15,16 effects, while the
42 transduction of MWIR−LWIR light includes bolomet-
43 ric,13,17,18 thermoelectric,19−21 and pyroelectric effects.12,22

44Thin-film materials such as vanadium oxide14 and amorphous
45silicon23 have been incorporated into bolometric structures in
46commercial systems with temperature coefficients of resistance
47(TCR) of −6.7%/K for single-crystal VO2

24 and −1.8 to
48−5.5%/K for amorphous silicon (a-Si).25 Like a-Si, organic
49semiconductors show thermally activated hopping transport,
50which makes them inherently sensitive to temperature changes.
51While thermal sensors based on organic semiconductors are
52emerging,12,13,26−28 an in-depth explanation of the origins of
53the long-wavelength (MWIR−LWIR) response remains
54nascent. This work demonstrates that it is not sufficient to
55simply attribute bolometric effects only to the temperature-
56dependent mobility. Through impedance spectroscopy meas-
57urements and better accounting, another contribution to the
58bolometric response is uncovered and attributed to sub-
59bandgap trap states that affect thermal generation and in turn
60the device TCR.
61Here, we devote efforts to interpret the photonic and
62thermal/bolometric responses in a series of organic bulk
63heterojunction (BHJ) photodiodes. The variety of BHJ
64compositions leads to different TCRs and allows us to
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65 correlate performance to three key parameters of charge
66 activation energy, effective energy gap, and the distribution of
67 sub-bandgap states. The study details the mechanism that
68 adjusting the sub-bandgap characteristics can change the
69 detector TCR by up to 7-fold. In addition, the response speeds
70 are characterized to distinguish signals due to SWIR and
71 MWIR/LWIR radiation. While this work focuses on under-
72 standing material properties in lieu of optimizing device
73 geometries, the TCR of the organic-based devices reported
74 here is compelling for room-temperature operation, surpassing
75 the values typically exhibited by vanadium oxide or a-Si in
76 commercial bolometric detectors. These findings reveal the
77 significant influence of the sub-bandgap density of states
78 (DOS) on the device sensitivity, thereby providing insight into
79 what DOS characteristics are conducive to high performance
80 and critical for the development of broadband IR detectors.

81 ■ RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
82 Different Operational Mechanisms under SWIR and
83 MWIR/LWIR. The organic IR detectors were fabricated as
84 diode structures. The BHJ layers were binary blends of donor

f1 85 polymers and acceptor molecules, and the molecular structures

86 f1and acronyms are presented in Figure 1A, with the full

87chemical nomenclatures presented in Figure S1. The donor

88materials included two narrow-bandgap polymers29,30 (CDT-

89TQ and PBBTQ) and a polythiophene (P3HT), and the

90acceptors included a fullerene derivative (PC71BM) and non-

91fullerene molecules (ITIC-M and Y7). The compositions of

92the five BHJ combinations studied in this work are listed in
93 t1Table 1.

Figure 1. Response of a typical organic photodiode to near- and mid-wave IR radiation. (A) Chemical structures of the materials and a schematic of
the detector structure. Current−voltage characteristics under (B) 940 nm light at 0.4 mW/cm2 and (C) 300 °C blackbody radiation at 3.5 mW/
cm2 with a peak wavelength of 5 μm. Filters were used to block out visible light. Here, the BHJ was based on a CDT-TQ:PC71BM heterojunction at
room temperature. (D) Responsivity as a function of wavelength at different biases. The incident light was modulated at 315 Hz for λ < 1.7 μm and
at 5.6 mHz for λ > 3 μm. The light intensity is 0.5−1.5 mW/cm2 for the visible to shortwave IR range and 2−5 mW/cm2 for the 3−8 μm IR range.
Illustrations of (E) inter- and (F) intra-band transitions to distinguish two operational regimes.

Table 1. Compositions of BHJ Films

BHJ type solvent
concentration
(mg/mL)

addictive (w/w,
weight ratio; v/
v, volume ratio)

thickness
(nm)

CDT-TQ:PC71BM DCB 8 + 16 15% camphor
(w/w), 3%
DIO (v/v)

180

CDT-TQ:ITIC-M DCB 10 + 10 15% camphor
(w/w)

189

PBBTQ:Y7 DCB 15 + 25 1% CN (v/v) 160
PBBTQ:PC71BM DCB 10 + 20 1% DIO (v/v) 170
P3HT:PC71BM DCB 15 + 15 1% DIO (v/v) 150
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94 The exemplar characteristics in Figure 1B,C were taken on a
95 device with a BHJ comprised of CDT-TQ:PC71BM to
96 compare the response under illumination from a 940 nm
97 light-emitting diode (LED) and from a 300 °C blackbody
98 radiator, respectively. The blackbody radiator was a MWIR−
99 LWIR light source with peak emission wavelength tunable by
100 the body temperature (Figure S2). The measurement under
101 940 nm light showed a prominent increase in photocurrent at
102 reverse bias and an open-circuit voltage (Voc) associated with
103 the photovoltaic effect. In contrast, under the 300 °C
104 blackbody radiator with a peak emission of 5 μm, the device
105 displayed current increases in both forward and reverse biases
106 and no Voc. Such different behaviors indicated that the
107 detection mechanisms changed between near-IR and MWIR/
108 LWIR spectral regions.
109 To identify the transition point when operational mecha-
110 nisms changed, the detector responsivity was measured as a
111 function of the incident wavelength from 0.4 to 8 μm, as
112 shown in Figure 1D. The responsivity was ∼0.1 A/W for λ <
113 1.1 μm and decreased gradually with a longer wavelength out
114 to 1.7 μm in the SWIR region. Beyond this wavelength, the
115 signal became too weak and was not distinguishable from the
116 background noise. The photocurrent for λ < 1.7 μm was in
117 good agreement with the absorbance spectrum of the BHJ film
118 (Figure S3A) and originated from photonic charge generation.
119 Incident photons with energies larger than the effective
120 bandgap gave rise to inter-band transitions of electrons, as
121 depicted in Figure 1E, which increased the free carrier density
122 in the device. The excess carriers raised the photocurrent and
123 induced a Voc in Figure 1B. While the photocurrent at reverse
124 bias was obvious, the large background current injected at
125 forward bias obscured the photoresponse under positive
126 voltage in Figure 1B. However, the numbers of photogenerated

127carriers were similar under forward and reverse biases, as
128measured by lock-in homodyne detection. Thus, the
129responsivity under the photonic mechanism was nearly
130identical for ±0.2 V, as shown in Figure 1D.
131Beyond the photonic limit (λ < 1.7 μm for CDT-
132TQ:PC71BM due to a charge-transfer bandgap29 of ∼0.8
133eV), the detector responded to MWIR/LWIR radiation
134through bolometric effects. The range of device responsivity
135was 3 mA/W to 0.05 A/W for λ between 3 and 8 μm in Figure
1361D, in which the light source was a blackbody adjusted to
137radiate at different peaks λ. The absorption of photons with
138energies smaller than the BHJ effective bandgap led to
139temperature changes in the materials. The current−voltage
140characteristic under MWIR/LWIR radiation in Figure 1C did
141not feature a Voc, because the response was mainly thermal
142modulation of resistivity and did not correspond to a large
143excess of accumulated carriers to induce Voc. In Figure 1C,D,
144the magnitude of the bolometric current was larger at forward
145bias than at reverse bias; the resulting responsivity was higher
146at 0.2 V than −0.2 V and different from the photonic regime.
147Furthermore, a slight increase in responsivity with longer-
148wavelength MWIR/LWIR light was influenced by the presence
149of a glass substrate, as presented in Figure S3B and in
150Experimental Section, showing the transmittance spectra
151estimated from Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spectros-
152copy. The glass substrate showed increasing absorbance for λ
153from 5 to 16 μm and heated up more at longer wavelengths,
154consequently leading to a larger change in BHJ resistivity.
155The boundary between photonic and thermal operations
156corresponds to the charge-transfer bandgap of the semi-
157conducting materials. The photonic mechanism was applicable
158for the spectral range where the photon energy was higher than
159the BHJ effective bandgap. Meanwhile, in response to radiation

Figure 2. Photodiode characteristics as a function of the device temperature. The BHJ was CDT-TQ:PC71BM. The same color legend applies to
parts A through C. (A) Current versus voltage. (B) Data in part A normalized to the data taken at 22 °C. (C) DOS versus energy from HOMO
band edge. The inset shows the capacitance−frequency characteristics from which DOS were extracted from. (D) Current ratios from part B versus
temperature. The square points represent the current ratio data at forward (red) and reverse (blue) biases. The lines are calculated ratios based on
generation rate G (eq 2, solid black line), mobility μ (extracted from space-charge-limited current model, dashed black line), and their product
(dotted gray line). All ratios were normalized to the values obtained at 22 °C. (E) Illustration showing charge generation through charge-transfer
(CT) states (photonic response) and sub-gap states (thermal response) that move carriers to charge-separation (CS) states.39 The blue straight
arrow indicates direct band transition upon photon absorption, while the red curvy arrows represent thermally activated transitions. The zoomed-in
box shows thermally activated hopping transport in the conduction band.
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160 in the low energy range extending into the LWIR, organic
161 detectors are operated by temperature-dependent bolometric
162 mechanisms that include intra-band thermal activation and
163 sub-bandgap transitions of charges, as illustrated in Figure 1F.
164 Figure 1F is drawn to present two possible bolometric
165 contributions in noncrystalline semiconductors such as a-Si
166 and organic BHJs. The intra-band transition represents
167 thermally activated hopping transport that dictates the charge
168 mobility. The sub-bandgap transition depicts the charge trap-
169 and-release process through sub-bandgap states31,32 according
170 to the Shockley−Read−Hall (SRH) model, which affects the
171 mobile charge density.
172 Contributions to the Bolometric Current. The change
173 in bolometric current is commonly attributed to the temper-
174 ature-dependent mobility. However, the current I is propor-
175 tional to both mobile charge density Nm and mobility μ by I =
176 qNmμE, where q is the electron charge and E is the electric
177 field. The following measurements aimed to clarify the
178 contributions to the bolometric response, especially to account
179 for the change in Nm due to thermal generation through sub-
180 bandgap trap states that has been mostly neglected in the
181 organic bolometer literature. A recent study33 showed mid-gap
182 states to be a major noise source in organic photodiodes, which
183 motivated us to examine the effect of sub-bandgap states in the
184 context of the bolometric response.

f2 185 In Figure 2A, the current−voltage (I−V) characteristics of a
186 CDT-TQ:PC71BM photodiode displayed an increasing current
187 with a higher device temperature. The change in current was
188 purely a bolometric response because the device temperature T
189 was set by a stage temperature controller in the dark with no
190 possible photonic excitation. The current measured at 26−38
191 °C was normalized to the current at 22 °C, as shown in Figure
192 2B; the resulting ratio IT/I22°C was higher under reverse bias
193 than forward bias. This bias dependence of the IT/I22°C ratio
194 demanded a closer examination to explain why the device was
195 more sensitive to temperature changes under reverse bias. To
196 gain complementary information to I−V characteristics, we
197 carried out capacitance−frequency spectroscopy33−38 to
198 measure the sub-bandgap DOS, subsequently delineate the
199 changes in Nm and μ as a function of bias, and in turn clarify
200 their roles in the bolometric response.
201 From capacitance−frequency measurements, the sub-
202 bandgap DOS was extracted as a function of temperature in
203 Figure 2C. The equation for DOS calculations is included in
204 the Supplementary Experimental Section. The sub-bandgap
205 DOS, or, namely, the trap density, increased by ∼30% as the
206 temperature rose from 22 to 38 °C, and the edge of DOS
207 shifted to occupy deeper energy levels in the bandgap. These
208 temperature effects on trap DOS indicated that upon heating
209 there were more charges involved in the trap-and-release
210 process, with SRH transitions through sub-gap states
211 contributing to thermal charge generation. The thermal
212 generation rate is expressed by33

( )
G

N n

2cosh E E
k T

SRH t i

t i

B

=

213 (1)

214 where βSRH is the recombination rate, ni is the intrinsic charge
215 concentration, Ei is the mid-gap energy, and Nt is the trap DOS
216 at energy Et within the bandgap. We define sub-bandgap (or
217 sub-gap) states to represent all the states within the bandgap of
218 the semiconductor regardless of their energy level, while mid-
219 gap states are located near the middle of the bandgap. Thus,

220mid-gap states are a subcategory of sub-gap states. Due to the
221cosh function, the highest generation rate is achieved around
222Ei, and then G decreases exponentially toward the valence and
223conduction band. We applied a simplifying assumption to eq 1
224and calculated the change in G at mid-gap only by setting Et =
225Ei. As such, the denominator in eq 1 is reduced to a constant,
226and the change in G with temperature is simplified to

G T G N T N( )/ ( )/22 C t t,22 C=° ° 227(2)

228where the generation rate normalized to 22 °C is mainly
229dependent on the change in trap density with temperature.
230The relation expressed in eq 2 was calculated by using the peak
231trap DOS at ∼0.33 eV, as measured in Figure 2C, and this trap
232energy level is near the middle of the effective bandgap for this
233BHJ.
234Figure 2D shows the measured bolometric current ratio IT/
235I22°C versus device temperature for the device under forward
236bias (red data) and reverse bias (blue data). The error bars at
237each temperature encompassed the data from 0.3 to 1 V for
238forward bias and −1 to −0.3 V for reverse bias. The thermal
239generation ratios GT/G22°C were also calculated based on eq 2
240and added as the black line, while the charge mobility ratios
241were plotted as the dashed line in Figure 2D. The mobility was
242determined by fitting I−V measurements to the space-charge-
243limited current model40 in Figure S4, and the extracted
244mobility was normalized to the value at 22 °C to obtain the
245mobility ratio μT/μ22°C.
246In Figure 2D, IT/I22°C under forward bias matched well to
247the change in mobility with temperature. However, for IT/I22°C
248under reverse bias, its temperature dependence was higher
249than expected from the mobility change alone. The product of
250G and μ (gray dotted line) was required to account for the
251bolometric response under reverse bias. The difference in IT/
252I22°C between forward and reverse biases was due to the
253magnitude of injected charges. Thermal generation occurred
254under both bias polarities, but its manifestation was buried
255under forward bias because of the high concentration of
256injected charge (Nm ≫ qG). Meanwhile, under reverse bias,
257the background current level was comparable to thermally
258generated charges (Nm ∼ qG), making it easier to see the
259thermal generation contribution. This comparison is by ratio
260and not the absolute value of bolometric current.
261In addition, it was inferred from Figure 2D that shallower
262traps would contribute more to the thermal sensitivity of the
263detector. Between the mobility dependent on shallow traps and
264the thermal generation factor through deep mid-gap states, the
265mobility was more sensitive to temperature change than
266thermal generation, as seen in the faster rise of the dashed line
267than the solid line in Figure 2D. The shallow traps at the
268bandtail facilitated the thermal response, as illustrated in Figure
2691F. With abundant states at the bandtail, the thermally
270activated electrons were easily promoted to the conduction
271band and increased the hopping mobility, as associated with
272the activation energy of the carriers.
273Figure 2E illustrates the two contributing factors to
274bolometric current as evident in the data: one being the
275hopping transport that dictates temperature-dependent mobi-
276lity and the other one being sub-bandgap states that promote
277charge concentration with increasing device temperature. For
278the former, the inset illustrates the energetic barriers faced by
279the charges when traveling through disordered materials. The
280defects and boundaries between crystalline and amorphous
281regions in disordered materials may act as barriers that hinder
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282 charge transport. The energetic barrier is usually correlated to
283 the activation energy Ea. Hopping transport is thermally
284 activated, and hence, the inset shows that at higher
285 temperatures, the hopping transport can be more efficient
286 with sufficient energy to overcome the energetic barriers. The
287 green arrow in the inset indicates successful hopping transport,
288 while the brown blocked arrow indicates a charge without
289 sufficient energy to hop over the energetic barrier.
290 Correlation of TCR to Parameters of Activation
291 Energy, Sub-Bandgap DOS, and Effective Bandgap.
292 Having clarified the roles of intra-band and sub-bandgap
293 transitions in the organic MWIR/LWIR response, next, we

f3 294 examined the series of BHJs in Figure 3 to correlate their
295 TCRs to electronic properties at the mobility edge and sub-
296 bandgap trap states. Despite the diversity of organic semi-
297 conductors, prior work on organic MWIR/LWIR detectors has

298mostly utilized poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene
299sulfonate PEDOT:PSS composites41−44 as the active material.
300Here, we showed that expanding beyond this standard
301material increases TCR and broadens the device spectral range
302to encompass both the visible to SWIR (Figure 3A) and
303MWIR/LWIR regions (Figure 3B), whereas PEDOT:PSS is
304not a strong absorber in the vis−NIR.
305More importantly, through the BHJ series, we pinpoint the
306characteristics essential to tune the TCR. For instance, when
307pairing the same SWIR polymer CDT-TQ with either a
308fullerene or a non-fullerene acceptor, the TCR differed by up
309to 7-fold, as shown in Figure 3B. The origin of this significant
310change is revealed for the first time in the following analysis to
311explain how the sub-bandgap trap DOS, mobility activation
312energy, and effective bandgap are key design parameters for
313controlling the device TCR.
314The definition of TCR13,41 is

R R
T T R

dR
dT R

TCR
( )

12 1

2 1 1
= =

315(3)

316where R1 and R2 represent the resistance of the device
317measured at T1 and T2, respectively. Typically, the sign of TCR
318is negative in semiconducting materials and positive in metallic
319materials,12,17 and a high TCR is a prerequisite for an efficient
320bolometer. The TCR values of Figure 3B were extracted from
321the I−V characteristics as a function of temperature, as found
322in Figure S5. We have also tested devices using single polymers
323and not BHJs, but the thermal response is weak compared to
324BHJs (Figure S5).
325Among the devices in Figure 3B, the one with CDT-
326TQ:PC71BM exhibited the highest TCR of −7%/K, and this
327value surpasses the performance of a-Si,1,25 V2O5,

1,25 and
328carbon nanotubes17 and is comparable to graphene.45

329Meanwhile, the same donor polymer with a different non-
330fullerene acceptor CDT-TQ:ITIC-M showed the lowest TCR
331of <−2%/K. This interesting result from changing acceptors
332suggested a relation to energetic disorder29 and motivated us
333to examine the sub-bandgap DOS for clues that explain the
334TCR trend.
335Here, we explain the process to extract four parameters that
336describe the properties of BHJ: trap DOS magnitude Nsub and
337its corresponding energy Esub, mobility activation energy Ea,
338and effective bandgap Eeff. Based on the capacitance−
339frequency measurements in Figure S6A, the sub-bandgap
340DOS was extracted for each BHJ in Figure 3C and Figure S6B.
341Since sub-bandgap trap states are commonly described by
342Gaussian distributions, the peak in the DOS was fit to a
343Gaussian function indicated by the solid line, and the fit values
344are listed in Table S1. The DOS magnitude (x-axis in Figure
3453C), namely, the sub-bandgap trap concentration at the
346Gaussian peak, is denoted by Nsub, and the energy (y-axis in
347Figure 3C) of peak trap concentration is denoted by Esub. The
348effective bandgap Eeff

46 is defined by the difference between
349the donor’s highest occupied molecular orbital (HOMO) and
350the acceptor’s lowest unoccupied molecular orbital (LUMO)
351(Figure S6C). The estimated Eeff for each BHJ is listed in
352Figure 3C. Furthermore, from the I−V characteristics fitted to
353the SCLC model, the charge mobility as a function of
354temperature was obtained, from which the Arrhenius activation
355energy Ea was determined for each BHJ, as shown in Figure S7.
356In Figure 3D, the relations of TCR to the extracted Nsub,
357Esub, and Ea values are presented to pinpoint physical

Figure 3. Correlation of TCR to sub-bandgap characteristics of
various organic BHJ photodiodes. (A) External quantum efficiency
versus wavelengths in the photovoltaic regime, with the devices biased
at −0.1 V. (B) TCR versus temperature, the devices biased at 0.1 V.
The PEDOT:PSS value is taken from ref 13. (C) DOS versus energy
with respect to the band edge. The solid lines are fits based on
Gaussian distributions. (D) TCR versus (left) the peak values of sub-
bandgap trap DOS, (middle) their corresponding trap energy levels,
and (right) the activation energies for charge carriers to reach the
mobility edge. The TCR box-and-whisker markers indicate the range
of values measured under applied biases of ±0.1 V. (E) Illustrations
on how the parameters of trap density Nsub, trap energy level Esub, and
carrier activation energy Ea vary between three examples of BHJs.
Increasing Nsub and Ea raises TCR, and small Esub promotes SRH
transitions correlated to high TCR.
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358 characteristics that impact the bolometric sensitivity of BHJs.
359 Generally, a larger concentration Nsub of sub-bandgap traps
360 correlated to higher TCR, since more available trap states
361 would facilitate SRH transitions that generate charges by
362 thermal activation and increase the bolometric response. On
363 the other hand, when the energy at peak trap concentration
364 Esub was farther away from HOMO (higher Esub values), the
365 device TCR decreased. With regard to the mobility activation
366 energy, higher Ea increased TCR. For hopping transport in
367 organic BHJs, a large activation energy meant that states at
368 band edges were far from the mobility edge. As such, if the
369 band-edge states were broadly distributed over different energy
370 levels, a temperature change would result in a large change in
371 conductivity and hence high TCR.
372 The combinations of donor PBBTQ with different acceptors
373 showed TCR in between the two extremes of CDT-TQ
374 combinations. The PBBTQ and CDT-TQ polymers are SWIR-
375 bandgap materials with a photonic response beyond 1 μm. For
376 contrast, we also examined a visible bandgap BHJ using P3HT.
377 Here, we pick three representative cases for comparison, as
378 presented in Figure 3E. Esub was near the middle of the
379 effective bandgap Eeff in CDT-TQ:PC71BM with the highest
380 TCR. For the other two devices, Esub shifted to band edges.
381 This shift in the DOS would lead to reduced thermally
382 activated charges through mid-gap states upon thermal
383 activation, which is described by eq 1, where the thermal
384 generation rate was maximum at mid-gap.
385 Meanwhile, because of the reduced disorder from the non-
386 fullerene acceptor ITIC-M as evident in the DOS, the Ea and
387 Nsub of CDT-TQ:ITIC-M were smaller. These characteristics,
388 along with a larger difference in energy from the HOMO edge
389 to the peak trap energy Esub, led to as much as a 7-fold decrease
390 in TCR for CDT-TQ:ITIC-M when compared to CDT-
391 TQ:PC71BM. For the P3HT:PC71BM device, the TCR is
392 higher than expected, considering the relatively small Nsub and
393 large Esub for the mid-gap states near 0.6 eV. We attribute
394 higher-than-expected TCR to DOS states near the band edge
395 (near 0.3 eV as fitted in Figure 3E), which contributed to
396 thermally activated transitions. The additional consideration

397for the P3HT:PC71BM combination was that its effective
398bandgap was much higher than narrow-bandgap BHJs,
399resulting in larger resistance that reduced TCR according to
400eq 3. This Eeff influence was also a reason why prior
401PEDOT:PSS (bandgap ∼1.7 eV) bolometers did not show
402as high TCR as the materials in this report.
403With the insights gained from analyzing the BHJ series, we
404now have a handle on how to choose materials and adjust the
405electronic DOS to enhance/suppress bolometric current.
406MWIR/LWIR response will be increased in materials with a
407reduced effective bandgap. If broadband SWIR to LWIR
408response is desired, thermal SRH generation may be enhanced
409by modifying sub-bandgap states through dopants, particularly
410at an energy level near the middle of the bandgap. However,
411this approach might present a trade-off between SWIR dark
412current and LWIR response. Alternatively, if only SWIR
413spectral bands are desired, the bolometric current can be
414suppressed by reducing trap DOS and adopting materials with
415a sharp rise in DOS at band edges.
416It should be noted that there is a large parameter space and
417numerous processing variables that would affect bolometric
418effects, and that is why we down-selected and focused this
419study on BHJ compositions that provided the highest photonic
420response. From these compositions, the BHJ blends were
421deposited to be within 150−180 nm; thus, the devices were
422comparable in active film thicknesses. From this group of
423optimized photonic devices, we were able to extract basic
424physical parameters such as sub-gap DOS and mobility to infer
425design rules governing the bolometric response, as discussed in
426this work. Methods to adjust the sub-gap DOS in a
427semiconducting organic material include adjusting donor-to-
428acceptor ratios in the BHJ, adding dopants, annealing, and so
429on. In the future, it will be interesting to extend the study to
430other material systems as well, such as organic/inorganic
431hybrid active layer systems, to consider different choices in
432selecting an appropriate sub-gap DOS distribution for thermal
433signal detection.
434Specific Detectivity and Response Speed. The metric
435of specific detectivity D* indicates the signal-to-noise ratio or

Figure 4. Signal-to-noise characteristics and response speed of a detector with CDT-TQ:PC71BM. (A) Noise current versus frequency, with
different biases on the device measured at room temperature ∼24 °C. (B) Specific detectivity versus incident wavelength. (C) Photocurrent versus
time, with the device biased at −0.2 V and exposed to constant radiation from a 500 °C blackbody. (D) Device current at −0.2 V versus time,
where the light sources [0.94 μm (blue, 0.2 mW/cm2), 200 °C blackbody (red, 13 mW/cm2), or together (black)] were modulated at 1 Hz through
an optical chopper. The peak wavelength for a 200 °C blackbody is ∼6 μm.
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436 the detection limit and is defined as D* = R A0.5/Sn, where R is
437 the responsivity, A is the active area of the detector, and Sn is

f4 438 the noise spectral density. In Figure 4A, the CDT-TQ:PC71BM
439 detector showed higher noise at forward bias because of the
440 large injection current. The detector D* was calculated based
441 on the responsivity (Figure 1D) and noise (Figure 4A)
442 measurements and is presented in Figure 4B. In the SWIR
443 region, the D* reached up to 1010 Jones and was higher at
444 reverse bias due to lower noise than at forward bias. In the
445 MWIR/LWIR region, the specific detectivity was 107 Jones
446 and similar for both bias polarities, since the higher
447 responsivity at forward bias was offset by a higher noise
448 level, resulting in the same D* compared to the values at
449 reverse bias.
450 Regarding the detector speed in the two spectral regions,
451 Figure 4C shows a dramatic difference in response time under
452 photonic versus bolometric mechanisms. The transient photo-
453 current in Figure 4C was taken under a blackbody at a
454 temperature of 500 °C. Since this light source emitted over a
455 broad spectrum across the SWIR and MWIR/LWIR (1.1 to 15
456 μm, as calculated in Figure S2), the detector photocurrent was
457 a combination of photonic and thermal responses. There was a
458 clear fast photonic response in which photogeneration of
459 electron−hole pairs enabled rapid current changes, followed by
460 a much slower change in the device to establish thermal
461 equilibrium between the sensor element and its surroundings.
462 Figure 4D displays another result under an incident light that
463 was modulated at 1 Hz and from a combination of 940 nm
464 LED and 200 °C blackbody with a peak wavelength of 6.1 μm.
465 The signal that followed the 1 Hz modulation was from a
466 photonic contribution in response to 940 nm light, while the
467 slow drift was due to the heat from the blackbody. Hence, the
468 photonic and thermal response can be decoupled and
469 distinguished by the sampling speed. On this note, we have
470 seen that some reports for MWIR/LWIR devices presented
471 detector bandwidths based on values measured under NIR/
472 SWIR photonic light sources. This approach would cause an
473 overestimation of the detector bandwidth, because the fast
474 photonic response was mistaken for the MWIR/LWIR
475 response frequency. We caution that bandwidth measurements
476 should be carried out with a light source that matches the
477 reported spectral range.
478 The time constant for a bolometric response is typically in
479 the range of tens of milliseconds.17,22 When we exposed the
480 photodiode with CDT-TQ:PC71BM to a 2.25 μm laser that
481 was modulated at ∼4 Hz, the bolometric current in Figure S8
482 was able to respond at this frequency under a low laser power
483 of 0.2 μW/cm2, which allowed fast establishment of thermal
484 equilibrium. However, the study here did not optimize the
485 device geometry to push for faster response and higher D*,
486 because our focus was to understand the effects of material
487 properties (Ea, Nsub, and Eeff) on current generation
488 mechanisms. In the future, device optimization techniques,
489 such as suspending the active film in vacuum,17 integrating a
490 plasmonic metasurface,22 and reducing the thermal capacity
491 and incorporating resonant modes in the detector,47 can be
492 used to increase device metrics including detectivity and
493 response speed.

494 ■ CONCLUSIONS
495 Our detectors based on narrow-bandgap BHJs have combined
496 photonic and bolometric mechanisms to achieve broadband
497 detection spanning the visible to LWIR, with photonic charge

498generation for visible to SWIR light and bolometric effects for
499the MWIR to LWIR. This study identified the key material
500parameters (mobility activation energy Ea, density of trap states
501Nsub, and effective bandgap Eeff) for controlling the TCR in
502organic detectors and revealed the important role of sub-
503bandgap states in the bolometric response of BHJs. The
504findings guide future material choices, such that increasing Nsub
505and Ea raises TCR, and a small Eeff promotes SRH transitions
506correlated to high TCR.
507The abundance of sub-bandgap states in organic narrow-
508bandgap systems led to a high TCR that exceeds typical values
509of conventional a-Si or V2O5 bolometer materials. With the
510knowledge gained here to modify material and device
511configurations, future optimization in detectivity and response
512speed in organic IR detectors is promising, to offer a
513technology with ease of fabrication and high performance
514without cooling systems.

515■ EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
516Materials. The polymer CDT-TQ was synthesized according to
517ref 35. The polymer PBBTQ was synthesized as described in ref 30.
518All the other materials are purchased and used without any treatment.
519The compositions of BHJ films are summarized in Table 1.
520Device Fabrication. The glass or polyethylene naphthalate
521(PEN) substrates with patterned indium tin oxide (ITO) electrodes
522(∼15 Ω/sq) were cleaned in detergent, deionized water, acetone, and
523IPA sequentially and each for 10 min. The n-type charge collection
524layer ZnO was deposited by spin-coating the ZnO nanoparticles,
525resulting in a thin film of ∼10 nm. The active BHJ layers were
526prepared by spin-coating in a nitrogen-filled glovebox. The samples
527were then transferred to a vacuum chamber to deposit the p-type
528MoO3 layer and Ag electrode. The active area was defined by the
529overlap between the ITO electrode and the top Ag electrode. All the
530devices are encapsulated and placed under white light for 5 min to
531passivate trap states.
532Device Characterization. All the devices were characterized in
533the ambient atmosphere. The photonic response versus wavelength
534was measured under monochromatic light. The illumination was
535modulated at 314 Hz by an optical chopper. The photocurrent from
536the device was amplified through a preamplifier (SRS 570) and then
537measured by a lock-in amplifier (SRS 510). The monochromatic light
538intensity was calibrated by a Ge detector (Newport 818IR/DB). The
539response to MWIR/LWIR signals was measured by exposing the
540detector to a blackbody operated at different temperatures. The
541intensity of MWIR/LWIR radiation was calibrated by a mercury-
542cadmium-telluride detector (Thorlabs, PDAVJ10). The I−V charac-
543teristics were measured by an electrometer (Keithley 2400). The
544capacitance−frequency data were measured by a potentiostat
545(BioLogic SP-200). The noise current was captured by a spectrum
546analyzer (HP 89410A).
547In Figure 2, the device temperature was kept constant by a stage
548temperature controller, which maintained a steady state in the device
549more easily than by using a blackbody radiator. In Figure 4, the
550specific detectivity was calculated at ∼310 Hz for the SWIR region
551and 5.6 mHz for the MWIR/LWIR region.
552The FTIR spectra measured for the glass substrate with and
553without the BHJ layer are shown in Figure S3B. The glass substrate
554exhibited broad absorption across MWIR/LWIR, while the
555absorption by the BHJ was indicated by specific peaks due to
556resonant absorption of various functional groups. The BHJ
557absorbance was much lower than the thick glass substrate. Thus,
558the glass absorbed most of the radiation and raised the temperature of
559the device, which then induced a resistance change in the
560semiconducting BHJ. The bolometric responsivity increased from
5613.5 to 8 μm in Figure 1D because of increasing absorption by the glass
562substrate.
563The heat capacity of the CDT-TQ:PC71BM BHJ was estimated
564from differential scanning calorimetry (DSC). The heat capacity of
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565 the CDT-TQ:PC71BM BHJ was about 2.8 to 3.1 Jg−1 K−1 as
566 presented in Figure S3C for the temperature range from 0 to 60 °C,
567 which is larger than that of the glass substrate, which is around 0.84
568 Jg−1 K−1. Thus, the temperature increase under the same intensity
569 radiation would be higher in glass than in the BHJ materials. Since the
570 glass substrate showed higher IR absorption and lower heat capacity
571 than BHJ, the thermal response in our organic bolometers was
572 influenced by the underlying substrate. However, the influence is
573 mainly on the response speed (slower speed with a large substrate),
574 and the TCR value at equilibrium is dependent only on the BHJ
575 materials and not on the substrate.
576 For our detectors on 1.1 mm thick glass substrates, the large heat
577 capacity of the glass hindered the response speed. By switching to a
578 thin 0.125 mm plastic PEN substrate, the rise/fall time of the device
579 was reduced to ∼20 s in Figure S8, which was faster than the device
580 on glass substrates with a rise/fall time of ∼150 s.
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